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Abstract- Floating Point (FP) arithmetic is widely used in large set of scientific and signal processing computations. Adder / subtractor are one of the common arithmetic operations in these computations. This paper implements an efficient high performance floating-point adder/subtractor. The whole design was captured in Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL) and targeted on a Virtex-6 Xc6vlx75t-3ff484 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), with optimal area and high performance. In addition, the proposed design is in compliant with IEEE-754 format and handles overflow, underflow and various exception conditions. This design operates at 331.939 MHz frequency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advantage of floating-point representation over fixed-point and integer representation is that it can support a much wider range of values. For many signal processing, and graphics applications, it is acceptable to trade off some accuracy (in the least significant bit positions) for faster and better implementations. A Floating point describes a method of representing real numbers in a way that can support a wide range of values. The base for the scaling is normally 2, 10 or 16. Double precision floating point is an IEEE 754 standard for encoding binary or decimal floating point numbers in 64 bits. The IEEE 754 standard defines a double as 1 bit for sign, 11 bits for Exponent, 53 bits (52 explicitly stored) for Significant. The Double precision floating point format is shown in figure 1.

![Fig.1 Double Precision Floating-Point Format](image1)

II. IMPLEMENTATION

The double precision floating point adder/subtractor performs addition, subtraction operations. The Black box view of double precision floating point adder and subtractor is shown in figure 2 and 3 respectively.

![Fig.2 Black Box View Of Double Precision Floating Point Adder](image2)

![Fig.3 Black Box View Of Double Precision Floating Point Subtractor](image3)
Table 1 shows the Rounding Modes selected for various bit combinations of rmode and Operations selected for various bit combinations of Fpu_op.

Table 1: Rounding Modes Selected For Various Bit Combinations of Rmode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit combination</th>
<th>Rounding Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>round_nearest_even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>round_to_zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>round_up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>round_down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Operations Selected For Various Bit Combinations of Fpu_Op

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit combination</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>Addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>Subtraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Addition
The input operands are separated into their mantissa and exponent components, and the larger operand goes into “mantissa large” and “exponent large”, with the smaller operand populating “mantissa small” and “exponent small”. The comparison of the operands to determine which is larger only compares the exponents of the two operands, so in fact, if the exponents are equal, the smaller operand might populate the “mantissa large” and “exponent large” registers. This is not an issue because the reason the operands are compared is to find the operand with the larger exponent, so that the mantissa of the operand with the smaller exponent can be right shifted before performing the addition. If the exponents are equal, the mantissas are added without shifting.

B. Subtraction
The input operands are separated into their mantissa and exponent components, and the larger operand goes into “mantissa large” and “exponent large”, with the smaller operand populating “mantissa small” and “exponent small”. Subtraction is similar to addition in that you need to calculate the difference in the exponents between the two operands, and then shift the mantissa of the smaller exponent to the right before subtracting. The definition of the subtraction operation is to take the number in operand B and subtract it from operand A. However, to make the operation easier, the smaller number will be subtracted from the larger number, and if A is the smaller number, it will be subtracted from B and then the sign will be inverted of the result.

C. Rounding
Rounding takes a number regarded as infinitely precise and, if necessary, modifies it to fit in the destination’s format while signalling the inexact exception, underflow, or overflow when appropriate. Except where stated otherwise, every operation shall be performed as if it first produced an intermediate result correct to infinite precision and with unbounded range, and then rounded that result according to one of the attributes in this clause.

An infinitely precise result with magnitude at least \( b e_{\text{max}} (b - \frac{1}{2} b 1-p) \) shall round to \( \infty \) with no change in sign; here \( e_{\text{max}} \) and \( p \) are determined by the destination format as

- RoundTiesToEven, the floating-point number nearest to the infinitely precise result shall be delivered; if the two nearest floating-point numbers bracketing an unrepresentable infinitely precise result are equally near, the one with an even least significant digit shall be delivered
- RoundTiesToAway, the floating-point number nearest to the infinitely precise result shall be delivered; if the two nearest floating-point numbers bracketing an unrepresentable infinitely precise result are equally near, the one with larger magnitude shall be delivered.

Three other user-selectable rounding-direction attributes are defined, the directed rounding attributes

- RoundTowardPositive, the result shall be the format’s floating-point number (possibly \(+\infty\)) closest to and no less than the infinitely precise result
- RoundTowardNegative, the result shall be the format’s floating-point number (possibly \(-\infty\)) closest to and no greater than the infinitely precise result
- RoundTowardZero, the result shall be the format’s floating-point number closest to and no greater in magnitude than the infinitely precise result.
Fpu_round module performs the rounding operation. The black box view is shown in figure 4.

![Black Box View Of Rounding Module](image)

The inputs to the (fpu_round) module from the previous stage (addition, subtraction, multiply, or divide) are sign (1 bit), mantissa_term (56 bits), and exponent_term (12 bits). The mantissa_term includes an extra ‘0’ bit as the MSB, and two extra remainder bits as LSB’s, and in the middle are the leading ‘1’ and 52 mantissa bits. The exponent term has an extra ‘0’ bit as the MSB so that an overflow from the highest exponent (2047) will be caught; if there were only 11 bits in the register, a rollover would result in a value of 0 in the exponent field, and the final result of the fpu operation would be incorrect. There are 4 possible rounding modes. Round to nearest (code = 00), round to zero (code = 01), round to positive infinity (code = 10), and round to negative infinity (code = 11).

For round to nearest mode, if the first extra remainder bit is a ‘1’, and the LSB of the mantissa is a ‘1’, then this will trigger rounding. To perform rounding, the mantissa_term is added to the signal (rounding_amount). The signal rounding_amount has a ‘1’ in the bit space that lines up with the LSB of the 52-bit mantissa field. This ‘1’ in rounding_amount lines up with the 2 bit of the register (mantissa_term); mantissa_term has bits numbered 55 to 0. Bits 1 and 0 of the register (mantissa_term) are the extra remainder bits, and these don’t appear in the final mantissa that is output from the top level module, fpu_double.

For round to zero modes, no rounding is performed, unless the output is positive or negative infinity. This is due to how each operation is performed. For multiply and divide, the remainder is left off of the mantissa, and so in essence, the operation is already rounding to zero even before the result of the operation is passed to the rounding module. The same occurs with add and subtract, in that any leftover bits that form the remainder are left out of the mantissa. If the output is positive or negative infinity, then in round to zero mode, the final output will be the largest positive or negative number, respectively.

For round to positive infinity mode, the two extra remainder bits are checked, and if there is a ‘1’ in both bit, and the sign bit is ‘0’, then the rounding amount will be added to the mantissa_term, and this new amount will be the final mantissa. Likewise, for round to negative infinity mode, the two extra remainder bits are checked, and if there is a ‘1’ in either bit, and the sign bit is ‘1’, then the rounding amount will be added to the mantissa_term, and this new amount will be the final mantissa. The output from the fpu_round module is a 64-bit value in the round_out register. This is passed to the exceptions module.

### Exceptions

Exception is an event that occurs when an operation on some particular operands has no outcome suitable for a reasonable application. That operation might signal one or more exceptions by invoking the default or, if explicitly requested, a language-defined alternate handling. Note that event, exception, and signal are defined in
diverse ways in different programming environments. The exceptions module is shown in figure 5. All of the special cases are checked for, and if they are found, the appropriate output is created, and the individual output signals of underflow, overflow, inexact, exception, and invalid will be asserted if the conditions for each case exist.

The exception signal will be asserted for the following special cases.
1. Divide by 0: Result is infinity, positive or negative, depending on sign of operand A
2. Divide 0 by 0: Result is SNaN, and the invalid signal will be asserted
3. Divide infinity by infinity: Result is SNaN, and the invalid signal will be asserted
4. Divide by infinity: Result is 0, positive or negative, depending on the sign of operand A the underflow signal will be asserted
5. Multiply 0 by infinity: Result is SNaN, and the invalid signal will be asserted
6. Add, subtract, multiply, or divide overflow: Result is infinity, and the overflow signal will be asserted
7. Add, subtract, multiply, or divide underflow: Result is 0, and the underflow signal will be asserted
8. Add positive infinity with negative infinity: Result is SNaN, and the invalid signal will be asserted
9. Subtract positive infinity from positive infinity: Result is SNaN, and the invalid signal will be asserted
10. Subtract negative infinity from negative infinity: Result is SNaN, and the invalid signal will be asserted
11. One or both inputs are QNaN: Output is QNaN
12. One or both inputs are SNaN: Output is QNaN, and the invalid signal will be asserted
13. If either of the two remainder bits is ‘1’: Inexact signal is asserted.

If the output is positive infinity, and the rounding mode is round to zero or round to negative infinity, then the output will be rounded down to the largest positive number (exponent = 2046 and mantissa is all 1’s). Likewise, if the output is negative infinity, and the rounding mode is round to zero or round to positive infinity, then the output will be rounded down to the largest negative number. The rounding of infinity occurs in the exceptions module, not in the rounding module. QNaN is defined as Quiet Not a Number. SNaN is defined as Signaling.
Not a Number. If either input is a SNaN, then the operation is invalid. The output in that case will be a QNaN. For all other invalid operations, the output will be a SNaN. If either input is a QNaN, the operation will not be performed, and the output will be a QNaN. The output in that case will be the same QNaN as the input QNaN. If both inputs are QNaNs, the output will be the QNaN in operand A.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results of double precision floating point adder/subtractor (Addition, Subtraction) are shown in figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 respectively. Figure 9 shows the Device utilization summary for the floating point adder/subtractor.

Fig. 6 Simulation Results for Floating Point Addition

Fig. 7 Simulation Results for Floating Point Addition
CONCLUSION

The double precision floating point adder/subtractor (addition, subtraction) supports the IEEE 754 binary interchange format. The whole design was captured in Verilog Hardware description language (HDL) and targeted on a Xilinx Virtex-6 xc6vlx75t-3ff484 FPGA. It achieved 331.939 MFLOPs.
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